Most of the studies about low velocity impact aimed to determine the impact force and the impact duration. The influence of the interaction law between the projectile and the target on the response has been examined; the influence of the structure model on the response has been addressed as well. However when the projectile is much more rigid than the structure, it has always been considered as an infinitely rigid mass. This paper shows that such a model tends to overestimate the maximum impact force and underestimate the impact duration; however, a 2-degree-of-freedom (dof) model has been suitable to recover the impact force very well. Moreover, it is shown that this rigid projectile may be viewed as a rigid mass associated with a modified Hertz law. These results have been established for a sphere-sphere impact and a sphere-beam impact as well. Nevertheless, it has been Preprint submitted to Elsevier Science 25 November 2008
Impact on flexible structures is a complex phenomenon which includes the interaction between the projectile and the structure, the response of the structure and the response of the projectile. A complete modelling of an impact event can always be done using a 3D Finite Element model. This method involves the consideration of the interface/contact between the impacting bodies: that increases the time required for numerical simulation, besides the use of powerful computers available nowadays. So it may be preferable to use simplified analytical models [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] for calculating the contact force history; the interaction is very often modelled as a non-linear spring (stiffness k H ) describing the contact behaviour. Hertz law is the most widely used law [5] , [6] .
Likewise, the structures can always be modelled by the finite element method: if the structures are complex or discretized with a very fine mesh, the numerical cost will be very high. In order to decrease the number of degrees of freedom (dof) involved in the simulations, the modal description of the structures has been used [5] , [6] . Nevertheless, the modal expansion is slowly convergent: hence a lot of eigenmodes would be required for a good accuracy. That is why the "anti-oscillators" have been defined by Jacquelin [7] , [8] and used in the impact event simulations [9] .
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As to the projectile model, when the first eigenfrequencies (except the null rigid body frequencies) have been much higher than the structure ones, a 1-dof system has been usually considered [2] , [3] to evaluate the contact force: the projectile is modelled by a rigid mass. The interaction laws and the structure models have been extensively studied in the literature whereas, to the author's knowledge, the assessment of that 1-dof model was much less addressed. So this paper aimed to assess the influence of the projectile model in an impact event, for a projectile far more rigid than the structure.
In fact, this study requires to achieve the antioscillator (AO) model of the studied structures.
So, in the following, a short presentation of the anti-oscillators is first given: details of the method may be found in [7] and [8] ; then, a sphere-sphere impact is studied to address the rigid mass model validity; finally the influence of the projectile model in a structure-sphere impact is examined.
The antioscillator model
The mass (M F E ) and stiffness (K F E ) matrices of the finite element model are supposed to be known; n is the model dof number, X(t) is the dof vector and F(t) is the load vector. The AO description is very useful when one dof plays a particular role in the response of the structure:
for example the dof associated with the impact location and direction when an impact event occurs. The AOs depend on the choice of one dof, i 0 .
The AO model is based on a Ritz description that require to define the "static mode" and the "constraint modes". First, some specific matrices and vectors which depend on the chosen dof i 0 have to be defined: • the static load F st : it is a n-size vector such as all of its elements are zero except the i th 0 element, F st, i 0 :
The following "modes" can then be defined: 
.n−1 cancel out for the dof i 0 (see Fig. 1 ). Accordingly, the associated eigenfrequencies belong to the set of the antiresonant frequencies.
• The static mode φ st is a dof vector such as:
which has its i th 0 element, φ st, i0 , equals to unity (see Fig. 1 ):
c st is a normalisation constant chosen to normalise φ st as indicated by Eq. (3).
• The residual mode φ 0 is a vector which verifies: The orthogonality property (5) leads to:
It must be emphasized that these modes depend on the structure and on the choice of dof i 0 but they don't depend on any loading. Accordingly, the static load is only a way to account for dof i 0 : the static load has no link with the actual loading of the structure.
Then, the dof vector X may be expanded in terms of the following Ritz-vectors:
The dof vector expansion (7) may be reorganized:
where
Fig. 2. AO model of any structure
In fact, the parameter λ 0 is the i
This change of variables leads to the striking model represented 
.n−1 , called the antioscillators:
m 0 is referred to as the "residual mass";
φ st is the "static" mass.
• k 0 :
-For statically determinate structures, k 0 is the static stiffness.
-For statically indeterminate structures (i.e., φ st is a rigid body eigenvector), k 0 = 0.
0.3 7800 10 32.7 Table 1 : Properties of the sphere
The relation (9) shows that the AO masses are independent of the norm of the eigenshapes The AO model is an extension to the ones proposed by Skivakumar [3] and Abrate [2] : these latter model truncate all the n − 1 antioscillators and keep only the "static stiffness" and the residual mass.
The sphere-sphere impact
Before considering a "soft" target impacted by a "rigid" projectile, in this section an impact between to hard bodies was analyzed. More precisely, in this section a steel sphere of radius R at rest is struck by a similar sphere with an incident velocity V 0 = 1 ms A finite element model was carried out for each sphere: tetrahedral elements having quadratic
0 0.13 0.14 0.18 Table 2 : First eigenfrequencies of the sphere interpolation, ten nodes and three degrees of freedom at each node were considered. The mesh was rather coarse: 1053 nodes (i.e. 3159 dof) and 602 elements were used. Then a mass matrix (M i ) and a stiffness matrix (K i ) were built for each i sphere (i = 1 or 2); the dof vector was Table 2 gives the "first" eigenfrequencies. Obviously these frequencies may be multiple:
for instance, six eigenmodes have a frequency equals to zero as there are six rigid body modes.
The interaction between both spheres was described by a Hertz law: the Hertz stiffness was:
Only one dof per sphere was supposed to interact with the other sphere: the i 1 0 dof for the first sphere and the i 2 0 dof for the second one. Accordingly the first sphere acted upon the second sphere and the interaction force was:
Each sphere was described with an AO model as well: the dof of interest was obviously the interaction dof i 0 for each sphere. The dof vector was then λ i and the interaction force was written:
The impact event was simulated with the full model simulation, with a modal expansion, and
with an AO formulation.
Simulations Full Model
The 2 × 3159 dof were considered. The equations were solved with a β − γ Newmark algorithm coupled with a Newton-Raphson procedure to account for the nonlinearity. The impact force is reported in Figure 3 . It can be noted that the maximum of the force was 811.5 N and the impact duration was 72 µs. The AO simulation
The numerical cost to determine the AO model was due to the computation of the eigenvectors. Fortunately, few eigenvectors were enough: in the following only one AO will be considered. The characteristics of the model are given in Table 3 .
Modal combination This method is the classical one and has been widely recommended since the researches done by Timoshenko. Indeed, this method has given interesting results for structures; for solids the interest may be not so obvious, as shown in Figure 4 . Indeed the convergence is very slow: even for 1000 modes (i.e. one third of the total number of dof), the impact force is over-estimated by 7 % and the impact duration is underestimated by 5 %. Obviously these differences are not large but the results are definitively not interesting regarding the computational cost required to determine 1000 modes: the full model provides the result with much less CPU time. Considering the AO parameters (see Table 3 ), a striking result is obtained: most of the mass (99.9 %) is included in the first AO mass. That does not mean that the rigid mass model is then validated. Indeed, Figure 3 shows that the maximum of the rigid mass model impact force is 999.9 N whereas the maximum of the 1-AO model impact force is 812.6 N; the impact duration is different in both cases as well. Accordingly the mass m 0 and the stiffness k 1 play a great role in the impact event. However, Figure 5 shows that the nonlocal deformation energy (i.e. stored in stiffness k 1 ) of the sphere initially at rest, as well as the local deformation energy (i.e. stored in the Hertz stiffness) are negligible compared to the kinetic energy, just after the impact: the initial kinetic energy is totally transferred to the other sphere. Then, no "dissipation" due to residual vibrational energy occurred. In other words, as m 1 is almost equal to the sphere mass, the impact between two spheres may be modelled as a rigid mass impact but the Hertz interaction law must be modified to recover the impact characteristics (maximum of the force, impact duration). This modified interaction law must include the m 0 and k 1 parameters (see Figure 6) ; consequently, the initial velocity has an influence on the interaction law, due to m 0 as indicated by 
deformation energy: this confirms that spring k 1 has almost no deformation. On the contrary, for higher impact velocities both deformation energies tend to be the same, so no spring can be considered as rigid compared to the other one:
mass m 0 can not be gathered to the rigid mass anymore. This explains why a modified interaction law is needed for higher impact velocities.
The difference between the 1-dof model (rigid mass model) and the 2-dof model (1 AO model) must be addressed. Recall that an impact event involves two main phenomena: a local deformation due to the contact between both spheres and an nonlocal deformation due to the wave propagation. The Hertz nonlinear stiffness represents the local deformation: then, when the rigid mass model is used, the nonlocal deformations of the spheres are disregarded.
On the contrary, the 1 AO model allows for the wave propagation through mass m 0 and stiffness k 1 : particularly, there is no simultaneity between the beginning of the impact and the movement of mass m 1 . This is confirms by Fig. 5 which shows that the sphere at rest stored deformation energy during the impact and released it almost totally at separation. So, mass m 0 seems negligible as it represents only 0.1 % of the total mass, but it plays a great because it makes possible the wave propagation effect.
Beam-sphere impact
The last section highlighted the difference between a 1-dof model (the rigid mass model) and a 2-dof model (the 1-AO model) for the sphere-sphere impact. This section aims to address the influence of the sphere model on the response of the impacted structure.
The projectile was the sphere studied in the previous section (cf Tables 1 and 2 ). The finite element model, and then the OA model, were the same as well. Table 4) modelled with hexahedron finite elements; the elements were defined by eight nodes having three degrees of freedom at each node: translations in the three nodal directions. The mesh was coarse: 459 nodes and 200 elements were required to model the beam. The impact occurred at the center of the top surface. The AO were determined following the procedure described in section 2: the dof associated with the AO model is the beam impact dof.
To simulate the beam-sphere interaction, the Hertz was used; the Hertz stiffness was then: 
Simulations First, a full model simulation was carried out. The time step was 2 µs and the duration was
f i (Hz) 58 233 315 520 915 Table 5 . Tables 2 and 5 show that the sphere first eigenfrequencies were much higher than the beam ones.
Then AO model simulation was performed: it had been found that 1 AO for the sphere and 29 dof for the beam were required to obtain the full model simulation results (displacements and impact force). Then, once again, this proves the efficiency of the AO model to simulate an impact event: a 29-dof model is able to give the same results than a 1362-dof model for the beam; as to the sphere, the benefit is even more striking, as shown in the previous section. So, in the following, beam will be model with 28 AO; however, the AO number for the sphere must be addressed.
It may be surprising that 28 AO were required for the beam whereas 1 AO was enough for the sphere but this fact may be explained by comparing Table 3 and Figure 8 . Indeed, the 28-AO beam masses represented 98 % of the static mass m st = 467 g, whereas 1-AO sphere mass represented 99.9 % of the sphere mass. More precisely, the first AO beam mass represented only 53 % of m st : thus the dynamic of the beam was not able to be described well with one (or few) AO. Figure 11 shows that the displacement was the same for both model. This fact shows that the impact force is not the most important characteristic of an impact event to design a structure: hence the quality of a model must be assessed by its ability to provide the response of the structure, rather than its ability to provide the impact force. 
Conclusion
This paper addressed the problem of modelling a projectile which has eigenfrequencies much higher than the target eigenfrequencies. Usually, the projectile is described by a 1-dof system (a rigid mass) and the interaction is modelled by an interface law such as the Hertz law.
However, the study of a sphere-sphere impact showed that the rigid mass model was not able to obtain the impact force whereas a 2-dof model may be suitable. In fact, this 2-dof model may be viewed as a rigid mass associated with a modified Hertz law. The same conclusion was made when studying the impact of a sphere upon a structure, a beam modelled in 3D: to obtain the impact force the projectile must be modelled by a 2-dof system (1-AO) at least; the beam was modelled with a 28 AOs. Nevertheless, when designing a structure, the structural response (displacement) is must more important than the impact force: in that case, the rigid mass model model is relevant.
Then to model a projectile by a rigid mass may be definitely correct even if the obtained impact force is not estimated well: the same structural response may be obtained for different impact forces.
